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many mods offer custom website pages where you can learn more about the mod and download the mod. these pages are quite useful. for example, the mod mass effect: andromeda legendary edition has a page with a list of all the mods currently installed in the game.
on the page, you can also download the mod using a steam client or a third-party mod manager. mass effect 2 is the name of an action role-playing game created by bioware. the game is set in a fictional universe in the year 2525. the game's primary protagonist is
commander shepard, who also acts as a third-person narrator for the game's events. the player assumes the role of a crewmember aboard the united systems military space station known as the normandy. the player's mission is to eliminate the genophage, an alien
virus which has spread across the galaxy, and to save the galaxy from the reapers, a mechanized race that once served as the galaxy's protectors, and now exists to exterminate all organic life. the story features both violent and nonviolent choices. for example, the
player can either kill an innocent civilian in order to gain access to a restricted area, or spare the civilian in favor of gaining access to another area. in addition, players have the option of attacking a reaper ship at the end of the game to destroy the reapers' base,
although this decision would almost certainly result in the death of shepard. mass effect is an action role-playing game developed by bioware. the game takes place in a futuristic setting and features a third-person camera, which allows the player to look at the world
from a fixed position.
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